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Abstract: Software-defined networking generally assumes ideal control channels between controller
and network nodes. This may not be the case in challenged environments that are becoming more
common due to dense and reduced-coverage 5G deployments and use cases requiring cost-effective
wireless transport networks. In this paper, we evaluate the impact on network performance of
unreliable controller-to-node communication channels, propose a hybrid SDN (hSDN) solution that
switches between centralized and distributed operational modes depending on network conditions,
and evaluate this solution under a variety of network scenarios (e.g., link impairments or packet
loss ratios) designed to assess its operational limits. The results show that the proposed solution
substantially improved the aggregated throughput, particularly when control channel packet loss
ratios increased, while only showing a slight increase in average latency (e.g., 28% throughput
improvement for 20% control packet losses). This enables network operation in hard conditions
under which a canonical centralized SDN control would result in a nonoperational network.

Keywords: SDN; hybrid SDN; wireless transport networks; reliability; centralized-distributed control

1. Introduction

Adding to the current trend of a steep mobile data increase due to massive Machine
Type Communication (mMTC), novel 5G network use cases are only expected to contribute
even more to this trend. For monitoring and sensing of mMTC, Wireless Sensor Actua-
tor Networking (WSAN) technologies play an important role. The incorporation of 5G
technology on the underlying WSAN may meet the throughput demand of anticipated
data growth. To overcome the limited availability of the radio spectrum in current mobile
networks (e.g., Long Term Evolution or LTE), the move toward higher frequencies in search
of larger spectrum chunks comes naturally with small cell deployments.

By deploying small cells (SC) [1,2] with shorter cell radii, the capacity of the mobile
networks can be increased by spatial reuse of the radio spectrum. The massive deploy-
ment of SCs, in turn, also comes with a variety of transport network options, including
wireless transport (e.g., when deployed in lampposts). Multi-hop wireless networks (e.g.,
microwave or mm-Wave backhaul links) to interconnect the SCs could be a good choice to
provide a cost-effective mobile transport solution (including backhaul and fronthaul). In
fact, wireless transport is expected to reach a 47% share in 2026 as small cell backhaul [3]
due to unavailability and/or the cost of wired transport.

On the network management/control front, network programmability and virtualiza-
tion are also an integral part of 5G networks. Management and orchestration frameworks
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are being designed by various groups/organizations (e.g., ETSI Network Function Virtu-
alization), which aim at an end-to-end orchestration of all network segments from RAN
to core all the way through transport. On the transport side (the focus of this paper),
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has also been integrated in these frameworks [4] as a
fundamental network programmability enabler.

The SDN paradigm separates the data and control planes of the network. It logically
centralizes the control of a network in an SDN controller which acts as a brain of the
network and is in charge of telling each network node how to forward incoming packets
by installing the appropriate forwarding rules. One of the main advantages it brings is
programmability through this single entity (the logical controller) with which network
management applications must interact to apply their policies. Through agreed-upon APIs,
the full potential of SDN can be exploited by the network managers.

This has been the case in controlled scenarios that do not pose challenging constraints
to the deployment of such a paradigm because of the availability of reliable and high capac-
ity networks, for instance, in data centers. However, moving to wide area networks (WAN)
(e.g., microwave or mm-Wave backhaul links) where in-band channels are responsible
to carry control traffic between the nodes and the SDN controller, the assumption of the
availability of such a reliable network may not hold anymore as performance of the wireless
link changes with the environmental conditions, which leads to a high risk of experiencing
channel impairments, which might cause centralized SDN operation failure by affecting
communication between the transport component of SCs and the SDN controller.

Therefore, although SDN provides huge advantages for managing networks by split-
ting the control logic, there are some pitfalls of such separation in the presence of unreliable
conditions, namely (i) data plane faults (the network element(s) or port(s) associated to the
network element(s) fails), (ii) control channel faults (the connection between the SDN con-
troller and the data plane element(s) fails or it experiences losses), and (iii) SDN controller
faults (the SDN controller fails).

For instance, when using OpenFlow [5], control messages that are fundamental for
installing packet forwarding rules (e.g., PacketIn and PacketOut) and node handling (e.g.,
PortStatus) or topology discovery messages (Link Layer Discovery Protocol, or LLDP) may
be lost. TCP retransmissions may be able to handle some low loss situations; however,
a more detailed analysis is needed. Therefore, handling such impairments is key for the
correct operation of the transport network in such environments.

Previous work explored the application of SDN to wireless transport networks [6–8],
though it is generally assumed that unreliability and failures may only happen in the
data plane. In fact, previous studies mainly focused on data plane reliability by designing
efficient schemes for fast detection and recovery of the communication [9–11]. Controller-
only schemes have also been integrated, for instance in ONOS, in which complex cluster
management and device mastership procedures were put in place toward consistency in
the case of the controller failure [12]. Additionally, hSDN approaches have also appeared
for allowing the transition of networks from distributed to SDN-based operation [13],
which also offers interesting ideas that can be applied to our problem.

This work presents a hSDN-based reliable control plane that reacts on control commu-
nication impairments, and even, controller failure. Our scheme differs from state-of-the-art
solutions in the way the control plane failure is handled. We considered a metric named
Control Packet Loss Ratio (CPLR). As control packet loss is our major concern, from the
point of view of a network node, the failure of the SDN controller is equivalent to the
failure of the control communication channel.

Thus, we propose to look at control plane reliability from the point of view of the
node that experiences the impairments. We introduce a local agent in the nodes to detect
unreliability of the control plane communication channel and a control logic switching
algorithm to make a decision for whether to operate in a centralized or distributed way.
Therefore, our scheme provides a solution not only for the control communication channel
failure but also for the SDN controller failure as well.
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In this sense, this article presents a scheme that explores the benefits of centralized
and distributed operations depending on control communication channel conditions. It
combines both modes of operation into the same node; hence, the hSDN approach is gener-
alized in the network and not just used in selected nodes. Some preliminary evaluations
were presented in ref. [14], which indicated the impact that an unreliable control plane may
have over the data plane. In this sense, it analyzed the dimension of the problem.

Based on these initial findings, this paper further refines the preliminary thoughts
mentioned in that paper toward more elaborate and automated decision making by pre-
senting a complete solution and exhaustively evaluating it for various network sizes and
diverse network impairments. We also emulate different network topologies under various
traffic conditions. This article compares centralized and distributed operations under unre-
liable conditions to find the correct network operation switching point between centralized
and distributed operations.

In this direction, we deploy a hSDN scheme that changes the mode of operation at the
node level when needed, based on the conceived control logic switching algorithm. The
results show that, for the evaluated scenarios, the proposed hSDN approach maintained the
network operational by achieving the best performance of both modes under all conditions.
In the case of high loss regimes, the proposed hSDN scheme improved the throughput and
maintained acceptable latency compared to the purely distributed approach.

The rest of sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
current state of the art. Section 3 describes the proposed DenseNet-hybrid control plane
architecture, including proposed changes in data plane node architecture with an integrated
local agent. The control logic switching algorithm is also described in this section. The
proposed approach is evaluated in Section 4. Section 5 presents a comparison of the
proposed approach to the existing approaches, and Section 6 discusses the performance
metrics. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2. Related Work

The separation of the control plane from the data plane in SDN architecture introduces
an extra point of failure which is the control plane failure. Little effort has been devoted
by the community to solve the shortcomings of the SDN paradigm under control plane
unreliability (including controller failures and control channel losses).

In order to overcome SDN controller failure, the deployment of multiple SDN con-
trollers [5,12] may be a solution (controller redundancy); however, it may also lead to
inconsistency issues. For instance, HyperFlow [15] proposes physically distributed con-
trollers that are synchronized through a publish/subscribe system. ONOS requires complex
procedures for inter-controller synchronization. Another option is to design schemes to
handle control plane unreliability.

For instance, ResilientFlow [16] restores the control channel through alternate paths
(path redundancy) in the presence of channel failure. However, these research works
focused on solving a single specific type of faults, such as SDN controller failure or control
channel failure. Moreover, to tackle SDN controller failures, a solution may be to form a
hierarchy or cascade deployment model. In this context, OpenFlow, since version 1.3 [5],
supports multiple SDN controllers for managing an equivalent set of forwarding nodes.
However, some inconsistent issues, like Event Ordering, Unreliable Event Delivery, and
Repletion of Commands, are still matters of concern.

Ravana [17] ensured event ordering, correct event processing, and execution of com-
mands for exactly once during SDN controller failure. In ref. [18], an integrated SDN
concept was proposed where an OLSR-to-OpenFlow (O2O) module was presented to
configure control rules that are used to forward OpenFlow packets. After detection of SDN
controller failure by the O2O module, the O2O module dumps the OLSR routing tables
into the forwarding nodes to recover from SDN controller failure. This approach needs the
translation of routing tables into SDN rules.
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Although there have been complex schemes applied in SDN controllers to handle
cluster management, device mastership to guarantee consistency in case of controller
failure [12], to our knowledge, limited efforts have been devoted to handle degraded
control channel performance (e.g., a lossy control channel), which may be the norm when
deploying multi-hop wireless networks to serve dense small cell deployments, for instance.
Contrarily, this paper focuses precisely on this by proposing a simple (hence, fast to
execute/decide) scheme that recovers from SDN controller fault, control channel failure, or
even degraded control channel by reacting to Control Packet Loss Ratio (CPLR) variations
of the control communication channels as a measure of the unreliability of the control plane
from the viewpoint of the nodes.

3. DenseNet-Hybrid Control Plane Architecture

In this section, we first illustrate our proposed architecture to form the DenseNet-
hybrid SDN infrastructure that adapts the wireless mesh transport network composed of
transport nodes co-located with SCs to provide connectivity between these SCs. Second,
we describe a hybrid node architecture where both centralized and distributed operations
coexist and an integrated local agent that is based on a monitoring framework, periodically
monitors control plane for the occurrence of any impairments. Finally, we describe the
network logic switching algorithm that is integrated into the nodes to perform network
operation switching between centralized and distributed modes in our hybrid control
plane architecture.

3.1. DenseNet-Hybrid SDN Infrastructure

The idea of deploying SCs is to enhance the coverage area and capacity offered by
macro-cells by adding more base stations with smaller coverage. The SCs are responsible
to connect the sensor devices as well as other Internet of Things (IoT) devices to the mobile
network. The macro-cell site usually acts as a gateway site for aggregating the traffics of a
set of SCs and provides connectivity to the core network.

Due to the capacity concern of mobile networks, fiber-based technology can be a good
option for the mobile backhaul. However, due to implementation cost (e.g., laying fiber
to all the SCs) and the nature of the area to cover, it may not be very cost-effective. On
the other hand, a multi-hop wireless backhaul, by interconnecting SCs with wireless links
(e.g., microwave or mm-Wave backhaul links), can provide a cost-effective solution. The
deployment of SCs in mobile backhaul networks can greatly enhance network capacity by
reusing the radio spectrum [1].

In this context, by maintaining the global view of the network, SDN can provide
huge advantages for managing the network and to provide better resource allocation.
Even though SDN provides better manageability of the network, in wireless networks,
where control messages are sent over in-band channels, the performance of the SDN-based
network may degrade due to channel impairments (e.g., the loss of control messages). In
general, in mmWave mobile backhaul, mesh topology is an ideal candidate to interconnect
the SCs where SC base station is placed on the street furniture (e.g., a lamp post). In such a
scenario, due to obstructions, all the SCs may not be connected directly to the aggregation
point (e.g., macro-cell).

Only one SC may be connected directly to the aggregation point and act as a gateway
node for other SCs that are in the coverage area of the macro-cell. The SDN controller
may be placed in the aggregation point (see Figure 1). Communication between the SDN
controller and the SCs will be maintained via gateway SC, which is a realistic in-band SDN
deployment.

As Figure 1 illustrates, we propose a hybrid control plane architecture for DenseNet.
In this way, our architecture attempts to preserve the benefits of both worlds (i.e., central-
ized and distributed). Specifically, we propose to maintain a centralized control logic to
preserve the benefits of canonical-SDN (i.e., simple network management, programma-
bility) under reliable control plane conditions, whereas the distributed control plane is in
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charge of acting under unreliable conditions to quickly react to failures and to avoid the
inefficient use of an inaccessible (or hard to reliably reach) centralized control logic. In this
way, network nodes are modified to be able to dynamically switch among both modes
of operation.

Figure 1. The proposed hybrid control plane architecture for DenseNet.

3.2. Hybrid Node Architecture

The high-level architecture illustrated in Figure 2 aims to quickly accommodate the
changes in the control plane by combining both centralized and distributed control logic
in the same node, thus creating a hybrid node as a data plane device. The hybrid node
consists of the data plane forwarding pipe and the control logic to decide on the operation
of the forwarding pipe of the network node. In what follows, we describe the architecture
of the main components embedded in the network node.

3.2.1. Data Plane Forwarding Pipe

We adopted the Open Source Hybrid IP/SDN networking (OSHI) framework that was
designed in refs. [19–21]. This framework allows nodes to concurrently run a distributed
control plane and a centralized control plane. To attain this goal, the hybrid node embeds
an SDN Capable Switch (SCS)—in our case, Open vSwitch, an IP-based forwarding engine
(i.e., the one provided by the Linux kernel), and an IP routing daemon based on Quagga to
calculate distributed routes (see Figure 2).

The SCS is connected to the physical network via the physical interfaces, while the IP
forwarding engine is connected to the SCS via a set of internal virtual ports endowed in
the SCS. We used Multiple Flow Tables (MFTs) [22] to separate: (i) flow rules that forward
packets between SCS physical ports and internal virtual ports for having distributed
operation and (ii) flow rules that are installed by the intervention of the SDN controller to
handle centralized operation.

The main flow table embedded in the SCS allows for distinguishing between regular
IP packets that are needed to be processed by the distributed control plane (i.e., Quagga
routing daemon) and those needed to be processed by the SDN controller. VLAN (Virtual
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LAN) IDs have been used to distinguish between packets that need to be processed by
a distributed control plane and packets that have to be processed by SDN controller.
In particular, the SDN controller is responsible for policy making, while packets come
with VLAN IDs. On the other hand, packets without a VLAN ID are processed by IP
routing daemon.

Figure 2. Hybrid node architecture with an integrated local agent.

Figure 3 describes the flow chart that shows the processing of packets in the SCS
flow table depending on the operational mode (i.e., distributed or centralized). Packet
processing starts at the main flow table, which is Table-0. In the case of centralized operation,
the VLAN ID is not removed from the incoming packets, and the packets are directed to
Table-1. If there is a matching rule for the packets, the corresponding action is taken against
the packets. Otherwise, packets are forwarded to the SDN controller for policy making.

The policies that are set by the SDN controller are then installed into Table-1 as flow
entry rules. The subsequent packets are then forwarded according to the instructions set
by the SDN controller. On the other hand, while distributed operation prevails in the
network and is responsible for distributed policy making, the VLAN ID is removed from
the packets, and the packets are directed to Table-2. The actions set that are integrated into
Table-2 are then executed to perform IP routing.

3.2.2. Local Agent

We included a local agent in the data plane node in order to enable centralized
or distributed control depending on the reliability of the control communication channel
between data plane devices and the centralized SDN controller. The local agent is composed
of (i) a CPLR detector (ii) a decision module, and (iii) a rules modifier. The module CPLR detector
is based on a monitoring framework that continuously infers the reliability of the control
plane by periodically monitoring the status of the control communication channel. In this
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paper, the metric is based on determining the packet loss ratio of the control communication
channel.

The resulting metric is referred to as the Control Packet Loss Ratio (CPLR) (as well as
the slope of the CPLR vs. t curve), which determines the status of the control communi-
cation channel between the data plane node and the SDN controller. Depending on the
reliability of the control communication channel, which is determined by the CPLR value
of the links, as well as the CPLR trend, the decision module integrated into the data plane
nodes (see Figure 2) decides activation of the distributed operation from the centralized
operation and vice versa. In this sense, it embeds a control logic switching algorithm (see
Section 3.3) that selects the mode of operation of network nodes by detecting trends that
describe the quality of the control communication channels.

The prediction is based on the various measurements gathered from the centralized
or the distributed control plane logic, which is active in a given data plane node. Under a
high loss regime, the decision module triggers the action to perform network switching
from centralized to distributed control plane operation. Then, the rules modifier of the local
agent pushes some predefined rules to activate the distributed operation in the node that is
decided by the decision module.

Though the network switching operation happens because of the failure of the cen-
tralized operation, the module CPLR detector of the local agent continues monitoring the
control communication channel as well as the control plane. While the control plane as well
as control communication channel performance becomes fair and the CPLR detector of the
local agent characterizes the control channel as a reliable-enough medium by measuring
the CPLR, the decision module again triggers the action to switch back network operation
to a centralized mode.

Figure 3. Packet processing in the SCS flow table.

3.2.3. Interaction between the Data Plane Node Forwarding Pipe, The Local Agent, and the
Centralized SDN Controller

By default, packets are tagged with a VLAN ID to enable the use of a centralized
control plane logic embedded in the SDN controller. In the following, we summarize the
centralized operation.

1. When a packet with VLAN ID is received by a physical interface of the SCS, the SCS
conducts a lookup in its flow tables to find a match for the current packet.

2. If a match is found in one of the flow tables, the packet is then forwarded according to
the rule installed previously by the SDN controller into that flow table. Otherwise, the
incoming packet is forwarded to the centralized SDN controller for the appropriate
handling of the packet according to the policies defined. Section 3.2.4 recalls the
regular operation of canonical SDN.
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3. The centralized SDN controller installs the necessary OpenFlow rules to serve the
current incoming packet. Thus, the forwarding data plane node simply follows the
instructions set by the SDN controller to forward a packet.

4. The CPLR detector module of the local agent periodically monitors the control com-
munication channel as well as the control plane by inspecting CPLR.

3.2.4. Canonical-SDN Operation

Let us briefly recall how Canonical-SDN operates in our setup and what kind of
messages are exchanged between nodes and the SDN controller.

In the centralized SDN setup, when a new packet comes to the ingress port of a
node (e.g., Open vSwitch), the node looks up in its flow tables for a flow entry match
for the packet. If no match is found in the flow tables, the node sends the packet as a
PacketIn message to the SDN controller using the flow-miss entry rule. Then, the SDN
controller calculates the shortest path for the packet, and, using a PacketOut message, the
SDN controller instructs the forwarding node to install flow rules into the flow table of
the nodes. The forwarding nodes keep the rules for an infinite period unless the nodes
get further instruction from the SDN controller to modify or delete the rules. With the
subsequent flow of packets, the forwarding nodes simply forward the packet according to
the rules installed previously with the intervention of the SDN controller.

In the case of a change of network topology, for instance, the link between two nodes
goes down, the nodes that are affected instruct the SDN controller immediately about the
impairment by sending PortStatus messages. In our case, when the SDN controller receives
PortStatus messages, the SDN controller instructs, by means of FlowMod messages, the
affected nodes as well as all the nodes in the affected path to delete all the previous rules
from their flow tables except the flow-miss entry rule.

The flow-miss entry rule is not deleted because, using this rule, the forwarding node
sends new packets to the SDN controller when a matching rule can not be found in the
forwarding table of the node. When the forwarding nodes in the affected path receives
instructions from the SDN controller to delete rules, the nodes perform deletion of rules
according to the instructions of the SDN controller.

As the rules have been deleted from the flow table of the nodes, when a packet comes
to the ingress port of the nodes, the nodes again send the packet as a PacketIn message
to the SDN controller using the flow-miss entry rule. The SDN controller then sets a new
policy for the incoming packets and instructs all the nodes in the new path to install new
rules in their flow table. The nodes then forward subsequent packets according to the new
rules.

All these control messages are fundamental for the operation of the network. Therefore,
any loss affecting them may have noticeable consequences on network performance. The
impacts of such losses as well as the operation of our proposed solution are evaluated in
Section 4.

3.3. Control Logic Switching Algorithm

As a consequence of any impairment experienced by the control plane, due to either
failure of the SDN controller or a degraded control channel, CPLR values will increase, and
an anomaly will be inferred by the network node. Algorithm 1 describes the control logic
switching algorithm. All state decisions have been explicitly reflected for the sake of clarity.
This algorithm is periodically run in the local agent of each node. Each of these periods is
referred to in Algorithm 1 with subindex k ∈ N. The local agent will call this algorithm by
providing the current_state, the measured CPLR (calculated by the CPLR detector module),
and the slope calculated in the previous period (Sk−1) and the current one ((Sk)) and will
obtain, as output, the operational mode to be configured, which will only be applied by the
local agent if different from current_state.

There are various design criteria behind this algorithm. Since our goal is to stay
as much as possible in centralized mode and only use the distributed mode as abackup
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operational mode, the algorithm is more conservative (i.e., it attemtps to make sure) when
switching from centralized to distributed than vice versa (lines #3–15). The rationale behind
this is that the application of network-wide management policies is easier when operating
in centralized mode due to easier programmability through the SDN controller APIs and
functionality.

Furthermore, switching to distributed operation implies certain control message
exchange and processing (Section 3.3.1). On the other hand, the algorithm will decide to
switch to centralized mode in a greedier manner (i.e., based on slight improvements in
network conditions), for the reasons explained above (lines #16 et seq.), as soon as network
conditions improve.

To control its operation, there are two main parameters in the algorithm. First,
CPLRmax is the CPLR under which TCP retransmissions are enough to guarantee (even if
delayed) the interaction between the SDN controller and the node, though, as observed
in Section 4, there may be an impact in network performance. Second, the conservative
behavior is represented by parameter δ, the value of the slope (Sk) of the curve CPLR vs. t
in the current period k that, if exceeded, implies a noticeable increasing trend of CPLR (line
#6).

Therefore, it is based on an increasing trend and not based on instantaneous CPLR
values that the algorithm decides to switch to distributed operation. That is, at least it takes
having an increasing slope above δ during two evaluation periods to switch (lines #6–7).
However, if the instantaneous value is such that CPLR is above CPLRmax, which means
that network performance cannot be guaranteed (even if with high losses), the switching
decision is taken without waiting for evaluating the slope in the following period (line #13).

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of the control logic switching algorithm.
Input: current_state, CPLR, Sk−1, Sk
Output: next_state . centralized or distributed

1: procedure DECIDE_STATE
2: if current_state=centralized then
3: if (CPLR < CPLRmax) then
4: if Sk ≤ δ then . If low CPLR increasing trend
5: next_state=centralized
6: else
7: if Sk−1 > δ then
8: next_state=distributed
9: else

10: next_state=centralized
11: end if
12: end if
13: else . CPLR ≥ CPLRmax
14: next_state=distributed
15: end if
16: else . current_state=distributed
17: if Sk >= 0 then
18: next_state = distributed
19: else
20: if CPLR < CPLRmax then
21: next_state=centralized
22: else
23: next_state=distributed
24: end if
25: end if
26: end if
27: return next_state
28: end procedure
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When in distributed operation (lines #16 et seq.), the aim is to switch back to cen-
tralized when an improvement in network conditions is detected. This is coded in the
algorithm as measuring a non-positive slope in this period (no need to wait for two pe-
riods, as above) (line #19), and the CPLR value is below the one that guarantees that the
network can operate in centralized mode (CPLRmax) (line #20). Under other conditions,
the algorithm decides that the problem persists and decides to stay in distributed mode.

3.3.1. Network Operation Switching: Centralized to Distributed

In the case of high loss conditions, when the CPLR of the control communication
channel is increasing and the decision module detects that the CPLR curve is sloping
upwards or the CPLR value reaches CPLRmax, the switching algorithm integrated into the
local agent of the nodes takes the network operation switching decision from centralized
to distributed mode. In order to perform network operation switching from centralized to
distributed, the following steps are followed by the local agent:

1. The rules modifier module deletes the old rules, except the flow-miss entry rule, from
the SCS flow tables that were installed with the intervention of the SDN controller, as
this rule is important while network operation is again restored to centralized mode
(see Section 3.3.2).

2. The rules modifier module installs new rules in the SCS flow table, which include
an OpenFlow POP_VLAN action, aiming to remove the VLAN tag of the incoming
packets to the ingress port of a node and to forward the incoming packets to the IP
forwarding engine.

3. Incoming packets arriving at the SCS ingress port are then forwarded to the IP
forwarding engine via internal virtual port, in order to process the packets through
the IP routing daemon. In the IP routing daemon, a distributed routing protocol (in
our case, Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)) makes the policies to route packets to their
intended destination and send the packets to the SCS egress port via internal virtual
port (see Section 3.2.1).

4. On the other hand, the rules modifier module of the local agent also updates the SCS
flow table by adding another rule that pushes the VLAN tag again to the packets
using an OpenFlow PUSH_VLAN action before the packets leave the SCS egress port
and sends the packets toward the following hop toward the destination host. All these
modifications (e.g., deletion and installation) of rules in SCS flow table are performed
without the intervention of the SDN controller.

Whenever the network operation in the node has been switched to distributed mode,
the node act as a legacy device where a distributed routing protocol (e.g., OSPF) ensures
the policy making and routing of incoming packets. The SDN controller, in that case, does
not have any influence over the nodes in the network because of control packet loss due to
impairment in the control communication channel.

3.3.2. Network Operation Switching: Distributed to Centralized

During the distributed mode of operation, the module CPLR detector of the local agent
continues measuring the CPLR (and its slope) of the control communication channel, and
when the CPLR goes below CPLRmax (and there is a non-increasing CPLR trend), the
switching algorithm takes the network operation switching decision from distributed to
centralized again. The local agent then restores centralized operation back by following
the steps as follows:

1. The rules modifier module deletes the rules from the SCS flow table that includes
POP_VLAN and PUSH_VLAN OpenFlow actions that have been installed by the local
agent during network operation switching from centralized to distributed. When the
control plane performance becomes fair again, the SDN controller starts receiving
LLDP (Link Layer Discovery Protocol) messages and, by receiving LLDP messages,
the SDN controller discovers the network topology again.
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2. As when switching from centralized to distributed, all the flow rules installed by
the SDN controller have been deleted, except the flow-miss entry rule, when the SCS
ingress port receives a packet, it sends the packet to the SDN controller for policy
making using the flow-miss entry rule, as there is no matching rule remaining in the
SCS flow table. In this way, network operation switches back again to centralized
mode and the SDN controller takes control of the network.

4. DenseNet-Hybrid SDN: Performance Evaluation

We consider a SC backhaul scenario (Figure 1) where the transport node associated
with each SC is a hybrid node that connects heterogeneous networks (e.g., sensor networks,
wi-fi networks, and mobile ad-hoc networks) to the aggregation point (e.g., the macro-cell
base station) of a mobile network. We emulate such grid mesh networks of different
topologies using Mininet [23] version 2.2.1. We also consider the in-band deployment of
the SDN scenario where the SDN controller is connected via a gateway node. Ryu [24] was
used as SDN controller to set the forwarding rules in network nodes.

We use TCLink [25] to emulate high capacity mm-Wave links (60GHz 802.11ad WiGig
links) as wireless transport links and to set their link rate up-to 1 Gbps. The traffic flows
from each SC are sent toward the aggregation point (e.g., macro base station), which in a
realistic scenario may be co-located with a macro base station cell site and SCs deployed in
lampposts, for instance. Multiple TCP flows were generated from different SCs by using
iPerf [26], which, on average, resulted in a traffic rate of 50 Mbps each.

Table 1 explains the parameters used in our evaluations. Extensive evaluation cam-
paigns under multiple network conditions and sizes allowed tuning the algorithm pa-
rameters (CPLRmax and δ) to the values reflected in the table. Furthermore, 10 s. was
found to present an appropriate trade-off between the processing overhead (much higher
if evaluation periods were much shorter) yet being able to detect steady trends based on
which the algorithm takes decisions.

Finally, the tested network sizes, CPLR values, and number of impaired links were
selected to reflect networks with various complexities and a variety of operational conditions
ranging from perfect to really bad, so that the algorithm could show its operation under stress
and have its operational limits assessed. All tests were repeated 10 times, and their min,
25-percentile, median, average, 75-percentile, and max values are represented in the boxplots.

Table 1. The experimental parameters and their corresponding values.

Parameter Value Explanation

CPLRmax(%) 15 CPLR value over which the network is not operational
in centralized mode.

δ 0.5 Slope that if exceeded for two consecutive periods
implies switching to distributed mode.

Period 10 Period (in s.) with which CPLR is evaluated by local
agent of each node.

Network size 9, 16 Number of nodes in the grid.

CPLR (%) 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 Average CPLR values generated to test network
performance.

Links
impairments 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Number of link impairments (switching links up/down)
randomly distributed through the network (yet
guaranteeing having a connected graph).

4.1. Canonical-SDN Operation: Unreliable Condition

First, we conducted an experiment to observe the throughput and latency performance
of canonical-SDN under unreliable conditions. To observe the impact of the unreliable
control plane over data plane throughput and latency in a controlled way, we generated
losses of control messages that were exchanged between the forwarding nodes and the
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SDN controller. We used netem [27] in combination with TCLink to add impairments to all
of the communication channels (including the channel that connects the SDN controller to
the gateway node) in our emulated scenarios.

We also broke data plane links (e.g., the link between two nodes) randomly by main-
taining a sequence of link down/up at arbitrary periods of our emulation time. We did
so to emulate the extreme instability that could appear in a wireless channel, and, in this
sense, it represents a quite complex situation to be handled by the control plane. As with
data plane link failure, control messages (PortStatus, FlowMod, PacketIn, and PacketOut mes-
sages) [5] continue being exchanged between the SDN controller and data plane nodes in
order to redirect these control messages to the SDN controller over the degraded channels.
Moreover, in our evaluated scenarios, every 5 s, LLDP messages are exchanged between the
SDN controller and the forwarding nodes; the SDN controller knows about the topology
by receiving LLDP packets from the data plane nodes.

We performed evaluations with different network sizes under unreliable conditions,
by injecting various flows in order to understand what were the CPLRs that allowed the
control communication channel to operate (even if with difficulties) and those for which it
was impossible in most repetitions. Figures 4–7 depict the data plane performance metrics
(aggregated throughput and average latency) during unreliable control plane conditions of
canonical-SDN for various network sizes (blue curve for three flows and red curve for five
flows in the centralized case).

We injected three and five TCP flows in each topology and varied the CPLR of each
link. We also broke four data plane links randomly during our emulation time. For both
network sizes, the results reveal that the increase of CPLR caused degradation of the data
plane throughput and substantial growth of the latency in the canonical-SDN scenario,
which is enormous for a CPLR of 25% . In the evaluated scenario, during the presence of
link impairments in the data plane, the affected nodes sent PortStatus messages to the SDN
controller to inform the SDN controller about data plane link failure.

In this case, due to the presence of faulty control communication links between the
SDN controller and the forwarding nodes, the control messages (i.e., PortStatus, PacketIn,
PacketOut, and FlowMod) were dropped and could not be exchanged on time. Moreover,
LLDP messages that were used by the SDN controller for discovering network topology,
were also dropped. As the SDN controller and forwarding nodes used a TCP connection to
maintain the communication between them, dropped packets were retransmitted again.

Therefore, for low CPLR values (e.g., 10%) throughput was maintained to an acceptable
level through TCP retransmission of control messages. However, in the case of high values of
CPLR (e.g., 25%), although dropped control packets were retransmitted again, the high loss of
the control packets affected the restoration of a new path at the data plane, which rendered
the network unusable, as the impact was the same as if the SDN controller had failed. The
impact on the aggregated throughput and latency were also highly noticeable.
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Figure 4. Data plane performance metric (aggregated throughput) comparison between centralized
and distributed operations, during unreliable control plane conditions in a 9-node grid network.

Figure 5. Data plane performance metric (average latency) comparison between centralized and
distributed operations, during unreliable control plane conditions in a 9-node grid network.

Figure 6. Data plane performance metric (aggregated throughput) comparison between centralized
and distributed operations, during unreliable control plane conditions in a 16-node grid network.
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Figure 7. Data plane performance metric (average latency) comparison between centralized and
distributed operations, during unreliable control plane conditions in a 16-node grid network.

To evaluate the impact of control message loss over data plane performance, we
generated different numbers of link failures at the data plane with the intention of redi-
recting control messages to the SDN controller over lossy control communication channels.
Figures 8–11 report the data plane performance of canonical-SDN while the network was
experiencing an increasing number of data plane link impairments under a certain CPLR
value. We repeated the experiments for different network topologies by injecting seven
TCP flows in each topology.

We observe that, for both topologies, the aggregated throughput at the data plane
substantially degraded, and the latency increased with the increasing number of broken
links at the data plane. This was evaluated for various values of CPLR to assess its
dependency on varying degrees of data plane link impairments. As CPLR increased, so
did the restoration time due to control packet loss and the consequent retransmission of
control packets between the network nodes and the centralized SDN controller. For both
network topologies, for CPLR values of 25%, the degradation of the aggregated throughput
at the data plane was remarkable, and the latency was substantially higher due to the
high loss of control packets, which caused several retransmissions that affected the proper
communication between the SDN controller and the forwarding nodes.

As latency is very high during a CPLR of 25%, for both cases, this is not represented
in the figures. The network topology is a grid, and the connectedness of the graph is
maintained, which may not be the case in a real deployment with lower nodal degrees
of the graph. In this sense, the network performance presented in the figures may be
considered the best possible case in terms of the path diversity.
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Figure 8. Aggregated throughput behavior of centralized network operation during data plane link
failures for various times under unreliable control plane conditions in a 9-node grid network.

Figure 9. Average latency behavior of centralized network operation during data plane link failures
for various times under unreliable control plane conditions in a 9-node grid network.

Figure 10. Aggregated throughput behavior of centralized network operation during data plane link
failures for various times under unreliable control plane conditions in a 16-node grid network.
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Figure 11. Average latency behavior of centralized network operation during data plane link failures
for various times under unreliable control plane conditions in a 16-node grid network.

4.2. Distributed Operation: Unreliable Condition

We evaluated the same network topologies with the same number of TCP connections
in the distributed network. We conducted our experiments in the distributed case where
all the links were degraded communication links, and, in a controlled way, we increased
the loss of control messages exchanged between two neighbor nodes. In the case of our
evaluated distributed scenario, Hello and LSA (Link State Advertisement) messages are
periodically exchanged among the neighbor nodes.

Every 2 s, Hello messages are exchanged between two neighbor nodes that confirm
the availability of the neighboring nodes. On the other hand, every 5 s, LSAs are exchanged
by the nodes in order to learn about the topology of the network. During any change in
the network topology that may be caused by link failure or the unavailability of nodes,
updated LSAs are exchanged by the nodes to learn about the changes in the topology.

In our evaluated scenario, we generated losses of these control messages in order
to investigate the throughput and latency performance of distributed operation during
unreliable conditions. In a way, we degraded the control communication channel by
dropping control messages, and we also changed the network topology by breaking
links in the network. We did so in order to exchange control messages during unreliable
conditions.

When there is a change of topology (e.g., link failure happens), the nodes exchange
the updated LSAs to learn about topology changes. However, due to the degraded control
communication channels, some control messages are dropped, which, in turn, affects
the network convergence time. The dropped control messages are retransmitted again;
however, such losses affect the throughput and latency performance, as there is some delay
in the reestablishment of routes caused by control packet loss.

From Figures 4–7, it can be observed that, in distributed network operation (green
curve for three flows and purple for five flows in distributed case) and for low CPLR values
(e.g., 5%), the aggregated throughput was higher, and the latency was lower because of
lower control packet loss and also due to the lower retransmission rate of lost control
messages. As CPLR increased, there was a degradation of the aggregated throughput while
the latency went upward. With the increase of CPLR values, the loss of control messages
increased, which also increased the rate of retransmissions. For this reason, and for higher
values of CPLR (e.g., 25%), the aggregated throughput declined while the latency increased.

In another experiment, we investigated the performance of distributed operation
during topology changes under unreliable conditions. In this way, for a certain value of
CPLR, we changed the network topology several times by varying the number of broken
links. As Figures 12–15 depict, a high number of link failures under the high CPLR regime
(e.g., 25%) caused a decline in the aggregated throughput and an increase in the latency.
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Due to a high loss of control messages, during topology changes for several times, the
exchange of the updated LSAs between nodes suffered from losses, which caused more
retransmissions and the consequent delay of control messages that affected the throughput
and latency of the network.

Figure 12. Aggregated throughput behavior of distributed network operation, during data plane
link failures for various times under unreliable channel conditions in a 9-node grid network.

Figure 13. Average latency behavior of distributed network operation, during data plane link failures
for various times under unreliable channel conditions in a 9-node grid network.

4.3. Performance Comparison: Canonical-SDN and Distributed Network

To observe the performance of centralized canonical-SDN and distributed operation
under unreliable conditions, we generated controlled losses of: (1) control messages ex-
changed between the forwarding nodes and the SDN controller in the centralized mode
and (2) messages exchanged between nodes that keep track of neighbor availability in the
distributed mode of operation. From Figure 4–7, for both network sizes and for low CPLR
values, centralized operation performed better (in terms of the throughput and latency)
than distributed operation due to lower retransmissions, and the delay of control packets
to reach the SDN controller is lower.

When the CPLR increased above 15%, distributed operation outperformed centralized
operation by maintaining higher throughput and lower latency as higher retransmission of
control packets was required for centralized operation, and also delay was incurred by the
control packets. Moreover, Figures 8–11 illustrate that, for both network sizes and for high
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CPLR values (e.g., 25%), while the topology of the network changed very often, centralized
operation failed to operate correctly. On the other hand, distributed operation kept the
network operational (see Figures 12–15).

Figure 14. Aggregated throughput behavior of distributed network operation, during data plane
link failures for various times under unreliable channel conditions in a 16-node grid network.

Figure 15. Average latency behavior of distributed network operation, during data plane link failures
for various times under unreliable channel conditions in a 16-node grid network.

For low values of CPLR, the centralized operation performed well, as lower retrans-
missions and small delays were experienced by the control packets, and there was a lower
convergence time as the network graph was already known by the SDN controller. How-
ever, for high CPLR values, due to the high loss of control packets, the exchange of control
messages substantially affected (due to higher retransmissions and consequent delay) the
TCP-based control communication between the SDN controller and forwarding nodes. For
this reason, if the CPLR of the links increased, the performance of the centralized operation
substantially degraded, as it depends on a centralized SDN controller, which becomes a
single point of failure in high-loss conditions.

On the other hand, as LSAs are flooded, if a node fails to receive a copy of the LSA
from a node due to the degraded channel, it might still receive a copy of that LSA from
another node. In this way, the distributed link-state routing can converge during topology
changes and shows better performance than the centralized operation under high control
packet loss conditions.
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4.4. Hybrid-SDN Operation

In the previous section, the performance evaluation of the canonical-SDN and dis-
tributed network during unreliable conditions has been analyzed for different network sizes
and several injected flows. From our evaluated scenarios, by examining the performance
of the centralized and distributed modes during unreliable control communication channel
conditions, we characterized the switching point between centralized and distributed
operation to the CPLR value of 15% and set it as CPLRmax.

From the previous section that below this point, centralized operation performed
better, and, above it, distributed operation outperformed the centralized operation (see
Figures 4–7). In this section, we quantify the gains that hSDN operation offers. In this
direction, we emulate the same network topologies by injecting the same number of flows;
however, the difference is that the forwarding nodes are hybrid nodes, where centralized
and distributed operations coexist and the nodes can take autonomous switching decision
between both modes.

4.4.1. Centralized to Distributed: Recovery Operation

Initially, the network was operated in centralized mode. The local agent that was
integrated into nodes (see Figure 2) periodically monitored the CPLR of the links every
10 s. Then, we began increasing the CPLR, and when the CPLR of the links increased,
the decision module integrated with the algorithm made a network operation switching
decision, and the local agent performed switching from centralized to distributed operation,
as described in Section 3.3.1.

From Figures 4–7, during high CPLR (e.g., 20%), the canonical-SDN showed lower
throughput and higher latency due to high control packet losses, whereas Figures 16–19
report that hSDN—by switching the network logic to distributed—was able to obtain a
throughput improvement of up to 28%, and the improvement was much higher when
CPLR increased even more.

Figure 16. Data plane performance (aggregated throughput) of hSDN during data plane link failures
for various times under unreliable control plane conditions in a 9-node grid network.

4.4.2. Distributed to Centralized: Good Control Plane Condition

During unreliable control plane conditions, the local agent integrated into the nodes
performed network operation switching and also monitored the control communication
channel periodically. As soon as the channel condition became good, which was determined
by measuring the CPLR, the local agent again performed network operation switching from
the distributed to centralized mode by following the procedure illustrated in Section 3.3.2.
To illustrate the operation of the control logic switching algorithm, Figure 20 depicts the
data plane performance duringthe network mode of operation switching (i.e., centralized-
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distributed switching back and forth) in our hSDN approach by measuring the CPLR value
of the control communication channel.

Figure 17. Data plane performance (average latency) of hSDN during data plane link failures for
various times under unreliable control plane conditions in a 9-node grid network.

Figure 18. Data plane performance (aggregated throughput) of hSDN during data plane link failures
for various times under unreliable control plane conditions in a 16-node grid network.

Initially, all the nodes in the 16-node grid network were in centralized mode. We began
increasing impairments to the links and, at around 60 s, a high CPLR was measured, and
the decision module of the local agent made a decision based on the integrated algorithm
to perform network mode switching and performed switching to the distributed operation.
At around 120 s, the performance of the control communication channel became fair (i.e.,
low loss), and, as a consequence, the CPLR became low, and the local agent restored the
centralized operation based on the decision taken by the decision module. By doing so,
the SDN controller gained control of the network, and the network was managed in a
centralized fashion.
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Figure 19. Data plane performance (average latency) of hSDN during data plane link failures for
various times under unreliable control plane conditions in a 16-node grid network.

Figure 20. Aggregated throughput behavior over time during network operation switching in hSDN.

5. Comparison of hSDN Schemes

Our proposed hSDN approach brings novelty in the way the control plane failure is
handled. We considered the metric Control Plane Loss Ratio (CPLR) to investigate reliability
of control communication channel and also argue that the investigation should be done
from node points of view. By doing so, failure of the controller, control communication
channel, and even degraded control communication channel can be detected, which brings
huge advantages in network management. Moreover, our approach introduces a network
switching algorithm that predicts the quality of the control communication channel by
detecting trends of the control packet loss curve (i.e., slope of the CPLR vs. t curve) and
makes an autonomous decision to switch the network operation.

A comparative analysis between the proposed approach and the existing approaches
is presented in Table 2. The comparison was made based on control plane reliability.
We considered the following fault detection criteria: A-SDN controller failure, B-control
communication channel failure, and a C-degraded control communication channel. The
“+” sign indicates the presence of the fault detection criteria and scores 1 point. The “−”
sign defines the absence of the criteria and no score (i.e., 0 (zero) point).
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Table 2. Comparative analysis of hSDN schemes.

Schemes A B C Score

HyperFlow [15] + - - 1
ResilientFlow [16] - + - 1
Ravana [17] + - - 1
wmSDN [18] + - - 1
Proposed + + + 3

6. Discussion

Generally, the centralized SDN is assumed to have an uninterruptible communication
between forwarding devices and the SDN controller. However, in a multi-hop wireless
network scenario, the performance of centralized SDN may degrade as the in-band chan-
nels are responsible for carrying control packets from forwarding devices to the SDN
controller and the wireless channels are more likely to be experiencing impairments due
to environmental conditions. In such a scenario, the performance (in terms of data plane
throughput and latency) of SDN may degrade or even become nonoperational during
critical conditions (i.e., high control packet loss), which was analyzed in our work.

Apart from the throughput and latency metrics, the Available Bandwidth (ABW) [28]
measurement is one of the significant metrics in SDN to obtain information about the
current load on the links as well as on the network. In the SDN scenario, to measure
ABW, the controller periodically performs polling of the measurement report from the
forwarding devices using PortStatusReq messages. As presented in [28], while delay
increases in communication between the controller and the forwarding devices, the ABW
estimation error also increases, which has an adverse impact on the path selection for any
services.

For in-band SDN deployment in a wireless multi-hop scenario where control packets
are sent over the wireless links, due to environmental conditions, the communication
between the controller and the forwarding devices may be hampered. The degraded
control communication link may incur delay on control packets or even the loss of control
packets, which was investigated in our work. Therefore, the loss of control packets (e.g.,
PortStatusReq) may have adverse impacts on ABW measurements.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

Since the SDN paradigm generally assumes full reliability of the control plane, this
paper set its goal to evaluate what happens when this is not the case, and we also evaluated
a possible solution. This scenario is becoming more likely in 5G when deployed at higher
frequencies through massive small cell deployments served through wireless transport
links. Given the criticality of control plane message losses or SDN controller failure due
to network performance, we quantitatively evaluated the impacts on overall network
performance as well as the improvements achieved when a hSDN approach is deployed.

By detecting control plane unreliability conditions, this scheme decided when to
switch from centralized SDN operation to a distributed one. This way of working resulted
in a substantial aggregated throughput improvement of the flows traversing the network
(e.g., around 28% for CPLR = 20% and much more for higher CPLR) at the cost of a slight
increase in the average latency in the evaluated scenarios. However, the latency gap
between the optimal operation (centralized in good network conditions and distributed
in bad network conditions) decreased as the network conditions worsened (i.e., a higher
CPLR and more links experiencing problems).

Based on these results, we conclude that such hSDN approaches are promising in
SDN-based deployments over unreliable transmission media. Our future work plans to
explore to what extent and under what conditions Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML)-based techniques can improve hSDN network operation without adding
much complexity to the nodes.
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